Step One: Remove bulb from packaging. Lay on a clean surface.

Step Two: With a screwdriver gently unscrew from the base. We advise using a magnetic screwdriver. It is VERY easy to lose the small screw.

Step Three: Pull out the screw and lift the base off of the bulb.

Step Four: Grab one of the bases supplied in the 3600 kit. Slide the base over the bulb and match up the hole to the base. Then place the screw in the hole and twist the screw in until snug. Success, you have removed and added a new base!

Typical H4/H7 LED Bulb Instructions
For DC Use Only

These are general instructions. Some machines may require you to remove the bulb base and some may not.

- Remove base by pushing down and turning counter clockwise.
- Install base in headlight bucket, using factory clips.
- Tuck the wire connector and pod in the area between the headlight reflector and the outside shell. Some bikes will have a rubber boot, in this case the boot usually will go between the bulb base & fan housing.
- Install the bulb, by inserting it into the base and turning it clockwise. The emitters should be facing left & right. (Not up & down)
- Check the headlight aim. Often it is necessary to re-adjust your headlight after bulb install.

3600 Lumen Base Removal Instructions